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I never lost interest in
Abraham’s “missing”
camels. Whenever I ran
across evidence, generally in scholarly literature, pointing to the
presence of domesticated camels in Moses’
or Abraham’s time, I
filed it. Then, in July of
this past summer, I had
the exciting experience
of finding my own bit
of evidence to authenticate the biblical record.
Just after the Jerusalem Bible Conference, a small group of the organizers including Richard Davidson, Jo
Ann Davidson, David Merling,
William Shea, and I (along with some
of our children) undertook an excursion into the Sinai wilderness a few
miles north of the traditional Mt.
Sinai (near St. Catherine’s mon-*

remember sitting
in an archaeology
class at California
State University at
Sacramento when
the professor presented one of his chief
arguments why the
first five books of the
Bible were neither
accurate nor written
by Moses: “The very
fact that camels are
mentioned in the story
of Abraham [Genesis
24] shows that it was written very
late, well after the time of Moses,
because camels were not domesticated until after 1200 B.C., centuries
after Abraham and Moses supposedly lived.”
The professor then gave what he
considered further reasons the biblical text should not be considered
historically accurate. After more
years of study, I found most of my
professors reasons for doubting the
reliability of the Bible neither compelling nor disturbing. Nevertheless,

*Randall W. Younker is Director of the
Institute of Archaeology at Andrews
University; Berrien Springs, Michigan.
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astery). We traveled
Admittedly, petin four-wheel-drive
roglyphs are hard to
Jeeps across sandy
date; the common
plains surrounded
method is to date
by stark, jagged
them by associated
mountains.
Our
inscriptions, if preobjective: the ansent. And present
cient Egyptian temthey were with my
ples of Serabit elcamel, which, acKhadem and some
cording to my provery-hard-to-get-to
fessor, was not to be
but famous rock
domesticated
for
inscriptions dated
another three cento about the time of
turies or more.
the Exodus (15th
In the years since
century B.C.) Thus Even a 4-wheeler can go only so far. my class at CaliforMoses would have
nia State University,
been familiar with this script.
I and some of my students have colAn ancient footpath led us to the
lected data, articles, and reports that
pass that overlooks the Wadi Nasib.
in my opinion clearly contradict the
There, carved into a boulder and
critics’ commonly accepted concluhighlighted by the afternoon sun, we
sion. Included are metal and clay
found the first of the Proto-sinaitic
camel figurines that have been excainscriptions. Next to it were a num vated in archaeological strata dating
ber of crude etchings (petroglyphs)
from the time of Abraham. From the
of people and animals as well as
same era, a number of other etchings
Egyptian hieroglyphics. We knew
in rock with associated inscriptions
from our studies that these inscripshow harnessed camels led by human
tions also dated to about the time of
figures—pretty good evidence for
Moses.
domestication! Some scholars, as one
Then, suddenly, one of the pictures
would expect of the truly scholarly,
jumped up and bit me! A camel!
when confronted with this evidence
Though badly weathered, there was
are beginning to change their views.
the undeniable image of a man leadMy professor inadvertently taught
ing a genuine one-hump camel! It
me a lesson not on his lecture notes—
isn’t likely that either Moses or Abrabut further impressed on me by my
ham knew that camels name, but I
subsequent study of camels: A condo! Right on the spot, I named him
clusion should not be based on an
after my skeptical college professor!
argument from silence, especially
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ing an argument on what is not. Do
so, and you may find that someday,
your camels will come home to roost
(or whatever camels do when they
come home. In the absence of evidence that they don’t, it would not be
wise for you to conclude that I have
mixed metaphors!).
□

when dealing with Scripture. He
couldn’t find evidence for camel
domestication; therefore, the Bible
story, he concluded, was inaccurate.
An archaeologist friend likes to
remind skeptical associates that
“absence of evidence is not evidence
of absence.” There is danger in found-

(left) A genuine camel! My
professor was wrong!
(below) Clambering to the top.
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